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SCHEDULE 6

Regulations 56 and 57

OFFENCE PROVISIONS

PART I
PROVISIONS WHERE DUE DILIGENCE DEFENCE IS AVAILABLE
Regulations–
15 (Prohibition of non-conforming products)
16 (Introduction of products at border inspection posts)
17 (Advance notice of introduction or presentation)
18(1) and (2) (Presentation of products at border inspection posts)
20(1) (Certificate of veterinary clearance to accompany consignment)
29(2) (Disposal of unused catering supplies)
33 (3), (4) and (6) (Products transported under supervision)
34(2), (4) and (5) (Transhipment of products intended for import)
36 (Prior authorisation of transit)
38(2)(a) and (c) (Movement of transit products)
41(1) (Additional information for products intended for warehouses)
47(3) (Movement of returned products)

PART II
PROVISIONS WHERE DUE DILIGENCE DEFENCE IS NOT AVAILABLE
Regulations–
18(3) and (4) (Presentation of documents with products)
19 (Veterinary checks)
20(2) (Retention of certificate of veterinary clearance)
21(4) (Storage of products which fail veterinary checks)
23(5) (Products containing unauthorised substances and excess residues)
26(3) (Serious or repeated infringements)
27 (Invalidation of veterinary documents)
30 (Retention of documents at border inspection posts)
31 (Evidence of certification of, and payment for, veterinary checks)
32 (Products not intended for the United Kingdom)
33(2) (Removal of products transported under supervision)
33(5) and (6) (Products transported under supervision)
34(3), (6) and (7) (Veterinary checks on transhipped products)
37 (Physical check of transit products)
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38 (1), (2)(b) and (3) (Movement of transit products)
39 (Disposal of returned transit products)
42 (Physical check of non-conforming products)
43 (Exclusion of non-conforming products from warehouses)
45 (Additional documentation for returned products)
46 (Physical check of returned products)
47(1), (2), (4) and (5) (Movement of returned products)
54(4) and (5) (Disease outbreaks in third countries)
55(1) (Obstruction)
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